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istribution– Voltage Static VAR Compensators (DVSVCs or SVCs for short) provide a
cost-effective way to stabilize medium voltage power systems, satisfying both customerside power requirements and utility-side grid voltage stability requirements.
Mine supported by SVC
With 1-cycle response times, SVCs mitigate voltage sag
and flicker, allowing large non-linear customer loads like
motors, arc furnaces and factories to operate efficiently while greatly reducing their impact on the power grid. SVCs can dramatically lower both customer and utility investment—while providing customers improved performance levels.

Each T-Star SVC system is built from standard re-usable modules and optimized for the
specific application. Normal delivery is 18-20 weeks, with premium delivery in as little
as 12 weeks, depending upon system complexity. Designed for direct connection to
power systems from
4160V to 14.4 KV, T-Star
SVCs are field expandable.
Customer load and power
system characteristics determine actual system requirements. Systems are
Rolling Mill Supprted by SVC
available ranging in capacity from 900 KVAR to
over 30 MVAR. Based on customer needs, T-Star can either provide an SVC based on
analysis by others, or analyze, specify, design, install, and guarantee performance of the
T-Star-specified SVC.
SVCs are good for new, existing, or expanding loads including:
Pumps, pipeline, and compressor stations
Single or multiple motor starts (1,000—20,000 HP)
Entire plants (quarries, sawmills, cotton gins, auto/ auto parts plants)
Constantly changing motor loads (mines, hoists, auto shredders)
Total circuit/ substation bus voltage stabilization.

— AND DISTRIBUTION-VOLTAGE SVCS

Shredder with SVC

Designed to eliminate visible voltage
sags and flicker caused by these large
non-linear (“problem”) customer loads,
SVCs insulate other power grid customers from these problem loads, while simultaneously providing the problem
loads with superior voltage stability.
Placing an SVC adjacent to the problem
load means more horsepower and
higher through-put, a “win-win” combination.

T-STAR ENGINEERING DISTRIBUTION-VOLTAGE SVC CONTROLS

T

he system controller is at the
heart of an SVC
system.

An SVC changes state 60
times a second with microsecond-precise timing to
provide voltage stability
without damaging internal
SVC components. The system controller samples phase
voltages, load, and line currents at rates exceeding
7,000 times a second, analyzing them in real-time to
ensure reliable SVC opera- Control box contains hardware logic, real-time microprocessor
tion, optimize SVC perform- control system. Data storage and customer interface not shown.
ance, and effectively protect
the SVC from damage.
The controller also monitors diagnostic feedbacks from each of the SVC Module within
the SVC system. Abnormal conditions trigger local high-speed event logging, storing
internal SVC status and power system conditions for future analysis, if necessary. In
addition, the SVC modifies its operation “on the fly” if required in response to abnormal
conditions.
The control algorithms direct responses to power system conditions, direct SVC operation, and determine when to log data. Our advanced control algorithms, drawn from
the most experienced distribution SVC team anywhere, allow for rapid cross-application
optimization and ensure an SVC provides the maximum possible benefit for it’s size.
Since customers seldom have prior distribution SVC expertise, the customer interface is
designed for use by personnel with little or no training. Users are guided step-by-step
through self-explanatory screens allowing them to monitor the SVC, verify SVC operation, and diagnose simple SVC issues. Meanwhile, T-Star support personnel are only a
phone call away to answer questions.
TCP/IP connection is standard in every customer interface. This interface and customer
-provided communications allows T-Star personnel to perform remote monitoring and
adjustment for a year after installation and commissioning or longer if requested or required. Using the built-in on-site data storage, T-Star personnel can verify historical
alarm-free SVC operation, and document performance levels, as required by the end
customer or power grid operator.
T-Star’s control system represents the 4th generation Distribution-Voltage SVC control
system designed and implemented by T-Star’s principals. In speed, precision, reliability, flexibility, and diagnostic capability, it’s demonstrably superior to existing Distribution Voltage SVC controllers.
The control system can also be retrofit onto many existing SVC systems.
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Without moving parts, SVC valves can operate indefinitely. However, they must be
protected from damage by excessive voltages, currents, and harmonics, as well as
overheating, and improper operation.

The recycling industry is a major user of Distribution-Voltage SVCs. This shredder was connected to an existing distribution circuit with an
SVC, eliminating the need for a dedicated distribution circuit and new substation.

Valve protection within the SVC system
requires a multi-layered approach involving high speed software, real-time analysis, hardware logic, and power-system
level passive designs. Integrated systemwide SVC protection minimizes the likelihood of damage to the static valves as
well as all other SVC modules.

Substation mounted SVCat a liquids pipeline
pumping station. Provides customer with fulltorque pump motor starts while insulating the
power grid from voltage sag associated with the
motor starts. A 13% voltage sag was reduced to
2%.

T-Star’s extensive applications design and
field experience ensures that SVC protection is also considered when designing the
non-SVC portions of a specific application. Our approach is, “It’s better to
eliminate potential problems by thought-
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ful application design, than rely upon the
controls to catch all the problems that could
arise.”
This ensures that SVC systems currently
shipping for installation reflect T-Star’s entire applications experience base.
Most SVC installations are considered as
“must run” because the customer is not able
to operate when the SVC is down. T-Star’s
superior SVC designs and careful application ensure effective and reliable operation,
so the customer can be about their business.

The mining industry employs AC motors at the
end of long underground cables. By installing
an SVC at the mine entrance, the mining company improves the voltage and effective horsepower of the underground miners. It also eliminates the need to upgrade the local power grid

T-STAR ENGINEERING SVC VALVES AND SYSTEMS

he SVC’s prime mover is the
solid state switch (“static
valve”). These high-speed single
phase switches contain no moving parts, and operating 60 times a second
with extreme precision whenever the SVC
is connected to the power system. Most
SVCs systems use between 6 and 18 static
valves.

T-STAR ENGINEERING AND DISTRIBUTION-VOLTAGE SVCS
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-Star Engineering, based outside Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
specializes in helping both
power grid operators and
power customer clients who
need to place large “problem” loads on to
power grids. Often, this means designing,
providing, commissioning, and maintaining a Medium Voltage Static VAR compensator.
T-Star offers a family of SVC products,
and provides SVC quotations in response
to RFP/RFQs prepared by others.

SVC performing phase-independent control for 3
-phase welding operation.

However, if clients want a single entity willing to
take “end-to-end” responsibility beginning with a
“needs analysis” and ending with an installed solution, T-Star is ready. We can perform all “end-to
-end” functions including power system analysis,
solution development, manufacturing, commissioning, and training.
T-Star’s end-customer focus drives our operational flexibility. Clients include power grid operators and end-user customers, as well as Architect/Engineering firms, and System Integrators
SVC for single-phase welding operation. among others.
Medium Voltage Static VAR compensation technology was developed in the 1990’s.
Since that time, over 100 Medium Voltage SVCs have been installed at customer sites
throughout North America. T-Star’s principals have been involved in virtually all of
those projects. Customers, grid
operators and power users alike
benefit from the unique and extensive experience gained from
dozens of installations and hundreds of application analyses.
Likewise, T-Star SVC designs
undergo constant review to ensure
that years of applications experience are translated into improving
SVC performance and reliability
while continually simplifying customer requirements.

SVC for 5,000 HP auto shredder.

Compact, reliable, and affordable, SVCs operate large loads efficiently on electric grids,
quickly and affordably.
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